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The General Assembly,
Deploring the United States and other heavy western pushing nations for their blatant disregard
for cultures other than their own,
Deeply Confused as to why the United States continuously attempts to implement their
westernist policies upon our glorious nation,
Noting that many nations are fully opposed to total westernization, however the United States
still continues on to infringe upon national sovereignty,
Declaring that any nations that intend to push their Western Agenda while be committing an act
of war, and we shall be forced to retaliate,
1. Calls for immediate action in order to preserve culture and beliefs of undermined
nations
a. A cultural preservation section will be implemented into the UN officially
in order to prevent human rights infractions that will not be covered by a
human right committee,
b. An immediate withdrawal of westernizing actions from affected countries,
c. An immediate placing of a DPRK embassy in the United States in order
assure preservation of DPRK interests with foreign nation relations,
2. Requests that certain peoples from certain nations cease the infantile bullying of
other foreign nation leaders, such as our very own Kim Jong Un,
a. If President Trump continues to call our glorious Kim Jong Un names such
as “Rocket Man”, we the DPRK will not hesitate to officially call him “Mr.
Small Hands” or “Cheeto”,
3. Establishing an official Tour of North Korea invited to all peoples of the globe to
display the true colors of North Korea as well as diminish the false representation
put out by other nations,
We request cooperation from all other nations, especially the United States to quickly
remedy this situation and assure the preservation of the cultures and beliefs of the
individual nations in agreement with this resolution.

